Globalization can be impressively illustrated through a critical examination of the Jesuits as they existed until the late eighteenth century.
1 I want to describe a particular aspect of the early history of the region today identifi ed as Northern Mexico and Southern Arizona, commonly called 'Sonora,' before I turn my attention to a discussion of a publication refl ecting the universal outreach by the Jesuits.
From a European perspective, that territory in northern Mexico was as far away and outside of the cultural center of the western world as possible, at least for that time. Sonora was a fairly barren land; it could not pride itself on a signifi cant cultural history, and it was not yet recognized as an important source of minerals and ores. Europeans shied away from that part of the world for many good reasons, but Sonora was populated, after all, by numerous different native tribes. These became the target of intensive Jesuit missionary activities beginning in the late seventeenth century particularly after the fi rst missionary, Eusebio Kino (1645-1711), arrived in 1687. Despite the loneliness and hardship in their lives, many Jesuit missionaries ventured far into the most northern part of Mexico and entered deeply into the Sonoran Desert, at least to a point both then and until today called 'Casa Grande,' halfway between the modern cities of Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona. The world beyond remained unknown and was thinly populated by Apaches, among other tribes, who prevented the missionaries from extending their network, conversion work, teachings, and preaching, and were commonly identifi ed by their European opponents as ferocious and dangerous. This cultural and military clash continued into the late nineteenth century. 3 Founded by Ignatius of Loyola in 1540, the Jesuits quickly expanded all over Europe and then moved onto the global stage, sending out missionaries into every corner of our world, except for Australia which was not discovered by Europeans until 1603 -the fi rst Jesuits arrived there in 1848. 4 In every respect, this order represented a truly global organization, with its center in Rome, whence orders and charges went out all over the world, maintaining contact with countless missions that were all subordinated in a quasi military fashion. At the same time, thousands of Jesuit missionaries sent letters, reports, treatises, and other documents from all over the world to Rome, to their individual superiors, and at times also to their families back home. Almost all of these missionaries hailed from highly advanced educational institutions and had hence received some of the best intellectual training in Europe available in the eighteenth century. The Jesuits embraced the basic principles originally developed by Ignatius -teaching, preaching, and missionizing -and these principles became the foundation for their successful global outreach and network.
Of course, they were not the fi rst Christians and not the fi rst missionaries in North America; in fact, the Franciscans and the Dominicans had arrived well before they, 5 but the Jesuits pursued a different methodology in reaching the people. They realized the great need to work closely with the local people and to learn the languages and cultures in order to infl uence and teach them. This does not mean that they arrived without the usual Eurocentric ideology as part of their baggage, but they always made great efforts to acquire the necessary linguistic skills in order to work.
While they tried to win Protestant Europe back to the papacy, the Jesuits experienced successes in South and Central America, particularly in Paraguay, where they struggled against many of the Spanish land-and mine owners. Little wonder that these and many other reasons merged into general opposition to the Jesuits.
7
Although the missionary Padre Eusebio Kino reached Sonora in 1687, and then was followed by many waves of succeeding missionaries mostly from the German province of Jesuits, the Jesuits were banned from the Americas in 1767, and then forbidden globally in 1773. They were readmitted in 1814, and since then they worked to recover their global network.
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Researchers have been deeply fascinated by the history of the Jesuits while outsiders have mostly ignored them, because they operated primarily behind the scenes and often used their schools and universities to achieve their religious goals. Still, they worked not only as teachers, missionaries, and priests, but they also pursued farming and commerce: buying and selling in order to support their preaching efforts. In Sonora, above all, they operated many missions, which were the centers of agricultural activities. They provided schooling for the young, established basic hospitals, offered shelter from hostile tribes, especially the Apaches and Seris, made available job training (in modern parlance) for young adults, and they served as patrons of the arts, as administrators, and as judges.
9
Their written documents are extensive and a large percentage is still awaiting critical analysis. These extensive archives, in a number of major locations, confi rm what this article wants to bring to light, that is, the Jesuit global perspective. They strove to interact with the local people, the local climate, the fauna, and the fl ora, and, above all, to set up new organizations in the new world, importing European concepts to new cultures.
10
This obviously appealed strongly to young people in Europe, especially in German-and Czech-speaking lands where the constant reports about the mis- sionaries all over the world reached a large audience hungry for news about the rest of the world. Between 1558 and 1772, just one year before the Jesuits were suppressed, the Jesuit general government in Rome received more than 15,000 letters requesting them to grant permission to go into one of the missions.
11 The accounts by the fi rst missionary, Francis Xavier (1506-1551), and others from far away excited European readers, but it took until the early eighteenth century before the Spanish Crown also allowed missionaries from north of the Alps to go to the New World, probably because they had run out of southern candidates. For a long time, too, Lutheran as well as Catholic countries prevented scores of highly passionate German missionaries to travel to exotic lands, but the early eighteenth century enforced a change because the Church ran out of Spanish volunteers to serve in the rough and dangerous terrain in northern Mexico.
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It would be unfair to characterize those young men as purely driven by curiosity or as religious tourists. Religious devotion and a deep commitment to preach, convert, and baptize the heathens were their primary motivations. This did not mean that they were blind to the natural environment, to foreign cultures, and to different languages. Moreover, many of these missionaries were experts in a variety of scientifi c fi elds, such as astronomy, cartography, medicine, pharmacy, mathematics, etc., as the resulting reports, maps, and treatises about the conditions abroad confi rm. The fi rst task, however, especially in the New World, was to establish an effi cient agriculture and to settle the parish, and then to implement European norms of behavior, decency (usually clothing), monogamy, craftsmanship, artistic activities, and learning. 13 Teaching, preaching, conversion, and baptism would follow. The Jesuits were, mostly involuntarily, spearheads of Spanish and Portuguese colonization, but they were less malleable instruments in the hands of the secular authorities than more obedient to their own authorities.
No mission existed by itself. It always consisted of a larger network of missions, which were subordinate to a bishop and a Jesuit superior, and everyone higher up reported to the authorities in Mexico City and then to Rome. As a result, we have a huge corpus of relevant texts which make it possible to 11 R. Haub, Die Geschichte der Jesuiten, op.cit., p. understand much of the internal structure of the Jesuit Order both in Europe and in the New World. This corpus, in turn, sheds important light on the global organization and demonstrates how closely the hundreds of outposts were connected with the center of the Order. Even though Sonora, or the Pimería Alta, as that semi-arid was locally known, was far away from the main arteries of global trade and cultural activities, the Jesuit missionaries created nodes to expand the network. Their reports often dealt with offi cial business in the missions, but there are numerous accounts, such as letters, that refl ected their personal experiences and emotions, too.
In recent years, much new research has focused on those German-speaking Jesuit missionaries who were prolifi c writers, highly energetic, and wellorganized administrators, and also excellent scientists in different fi elds. 14 Moreover, musicologists have realized the great contributions by the Jesuits to the recording of and development of music in their missions. Mostly, these missionaries worked hard to introduce European music, primarily for church services, but they also refl ected on the music produced by indigenous peoples. Since the Jesuits pursued a strongly Eurocentric perspective, they harbored mostly negative sentiments about native cultures; nevertheless, we can still use some of their writings to gain some insights into the ancient practices which they encountered.
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Even though the Jesuit missionaries mainly originated from the so-called Southern German province of Jesuits, they hailed from many different places in northern Europe, too. Maximilian Amarell (1651-1696) originated from Vana, Bohemia; Johann Jakob Baegert (1717-1772) was born in Schlettstadt, Alsace; Johann Anton Balthasar (1697-1763) hailed from Lucerne, Switzerland; Michael Bauer (1712 -1774 This short selection clearly demonstrates that even this rather forlorn corner of the vast Jesuit network that spanned the entire globe attracted missionaries from all over northern Europe, not mentioning those from Spain, Portugal, France, and Italy, of course. We cannot claim that these missionaries arrived in Sonora simply out of personal motives; their superiors assigned them their duties and directed them to make their way to their various posts in the vast expanse of the Sonoran desert. The arid and harsh climate represented a huge challenge in the eighteenth century, although at that time much more water must have been available, with the local rivers still running year-long. Today, they are all dry washes and fi ll up only during strong downpours and thunderstorms. The Jesuits often faced hostile conditions and had to work hard to establish peaceful relationships with the various tribes. These were mostly nomads and did not know much of agriculture.
Central and South America were quite different. We have to realize that Jesuit mission history consists of countless individual conditions, which could make it almost impossible to summarize, if we did not view it in the light of early modern globalization. Many European and American historians continue to ignore the enormous impact which the Jesuits had everywhere, unless they focus on that Order specifi cally. 17 In fact, we could call the Jesuit Order one of the fi rst global organizations, following the Catholic Church, naturally, and their own precursors, the Franciscans and the Dominicans.
If we want to understand the global political, economic, religious, cultural, and military conditions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, then an examination of what the Jesuits had to say about themselves and how their contemporaries responded to them will prove to be meaningful and far-reach-ing. Most missionaries assumed rather lonely posts and had to work in alienating social and natural environments, forcing them to accept challenging living conditions. Some were martyred (e.g., Heinrich Ruhen, 1751), many suffered from loneliness and sickness, and all of them, despite their profound dedication and passion for their religious cause, accepted that they would never return home. Of course, the major exception was that the American Jesuits were then expelled in 1767, forced to travel to Cuba, from there to Spain, and only years later to their home towns all over Europe, but this is not the topic of our paper.
In order to grasp more in detail what the global approach by the Jesuits might have meant and how many of the missionaries perceived the foreign, that is, in our context, the New World, one of the most comprehensive sources available (but never discussed at great length or translated) with an in-depth insight into the broad range of Jesuit activities all over the world and of their subsequent texts is, Joseph Stöcklein's Der Neue Welt-Bott mit allerhand Nachrichten deren Missionarien Soc.
[ietatis] Iesu ... .
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Stöcklein collected a huge corpus of letters written by Jesuits all over the world and sent to Rome. He also translated them, if they had not been composed in German, into that language. This Welt-Bott (World Messenger), as it was often cited, can be identifi ed as one of the most comprehensive collections of Jesuit writings on a global level and allows us to gain perspective into the highly energetic, well-organized missionary activities centrally controlled by the Society of Jesus. The frontispiece to this mighty volume clearly illustrates the global approach by the Jesuits. It shows a fl oating messenger pulling a globe behind him. The globe shows us Europe, the Americas, northern Africa and part of Asia. The image itself shows us a harbor with a tall ship, its banner fl ying the Jesuit monogram. The caption quotes Luke 13:29, "They will arrive from the Orient and the Occident, from midday and midnight." Stöcklein's intention was two-fold: on the one hand to demonstrate the true accomplishments of his Order to the world, and on the other, equally importantly, to fend off the growing criticism of and hostility against Jesuits wherever they worked as missionaries, as preachers, as teachers, and as instructors. 19 Moreover, as we can easily recognize both in the prologue and in the texts, Stöcklein aimed at a broader audience, since he translated all of the texts into the vernacular, i.e., German, and promised much excitement for his readers since the letters had been sent from the widest range possible of exotic places where Jesuit missionaries worked. Anyone possibly interested in traveling to distant lands was hence invited to join the Society of Jesus, because that organization offered positions as missionaries even in the remotest places imaginable. He also claimed that this Jesuit literature offers particularly intriguing perspectives since: "an inquisitive reader can, without taking any step, sitting at home, simply reading of those accounts, wander throughout the entire world and is thus enabled to acquire a nearly complete understanding of the entire globe without facing any dangers, costs, or efforts."
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Whereas missionaries, as expected, would relate all the relevant aspects of their activities as priests, confessors, and the like, they would also use the opportunity offered in their letters and reports, "to provide us with all kinds of very useful information about nearly all sciences and arts." 21 In other words, the texts written by the Jesuits allow us to examine more carefully a variety of discourses, especially about conversion, preaching, the scientifi c exploration of the New World in northern Mexico, and also autobiographical statements, 19 not to forget anthropological aspects, biology, geology, climatology, astronomy, politics, economics, and history on both a global and a local level.
The entire volume is divided into categories according to the provenance of the individual letters, beginning with those having been sent from the Mariana Islands, then from the Philippines, China, and South-America, continuing with letters from North America, and concluding with letters from India. Although Stöcklein declares in the prologue that he translated these letters, it seems highly unlikely that he did so with letters written by German speakers to their relatives back in Germany, such as Adam Gerstl's letter to his father in Vorderberg in Styria from July 14, 1681 (part 1, no. 31, 90-102).
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Stöcklein also included a number of maps, whereas illustrations, with very few exceptions were not incorporated because they would have made the volume too expensive. If we needed any proof of the global perspective pursued by Stöcklein and the entire Order of the Jesuits, this massive volume provides convincing evidence, since the reports come from every corner of the world. Finally, the Index rerum memorabilium (Index of memorable items) at the end indicates how much Söcklein was interested in using these letters to inform his audience about the widest possible range of topics concerning cities, landscapes, animals, plants, people, customs, and the like all over the globe as observed and discussed by the many different Jesuit authors who submitted detailed accounts about their specifi c regions.
Stöcklein edited the texts as he translated a large part of them from French and Latin into German, and offered brief summaries of the major points addressed in each, such as in the case of the letter by the German-Slovenian Marcus Antonius Kappus to his brother Johann von Kappus in Krain, dated June 20, 1699 (volume 2, no. 56, 86-88) . 23 Full of admiration, he outlined how much the missionaries had crossed rivers and oceans, had brought Christianity everywhere and had learned even the most exotic languages in order to preach to the heathens. Stöcklein identifi ed them collectively as true martyrs and as honorable servants of God who deserved the highest respect, if not here on earth, then in eternity. His work, he hoped, would serve to make the missionaries' accomplishments known in Germany, and would inspire many there to join the Society of Jesus, and then become missionaries in their turn (XX 1r). Stöcklein was optimistic that his account might also appeal to those armchair travelers who did not want to undertake diffi cult and dangerous journeys on behalf of the Society of Jesus and who could, simply by reading, get to know the entire world and thus partake indirectly in the missionary work. While he pursued a religious perspective in support of the Jesuits, he was also aware of the general appeal which any travelogue could exert for the general reader (XX 1r). In this regard his Welt-Bott fulfi lled a number of important functions, providing members of the Society of Jesus with eye-witness accounts of what their confreres had accomplished globally, offering insights into their countless suffering and martyrdom, and demonstrating to the general reader the great idealism inspiring the Jesuits. In other words, the Welt-Bott was both an extensive travelogue and a propaganda tool, a compilation of fascinating and deeply appealing accounts about missionary work abroad and a detailed documentary of the types of works carried out by the Jesuit missionaries globally.
Shifting the argument completely away from the religious perspective, the author insists on the value of those letters as scientifi c documents since they contained so much valuable information about different cultures, practices, methods, and strategies, whether pertaining to theology, law, medicine, philosophy, mathematics, geography, or ethics. The Christian missionaries, for instance, could gain a valuable lesson from Hindu ascetics, who could teach many European preachers (XX 2v). By contrast, as Stöcklein confi rms, Islam represented a tough challenge, which made the focus on America, where there was no other monotheistic religion comparable to Islam, understandable, especially for the Jesuits:
Our missionaries know through constant experiences to their greatest regret that where the erroneous Islamic faith has established itself Christianity cannot develop or cannot be maintained if it is introduced there. But at other locations where the Koran is either unknown or rejected altogether, the true faith will ultimately vanquish the superstition. As we can learn from this, the Islamic sect has not only really spread, but increases on a daily basis in Tartary Of course, Stöcklein, like most other missionaries and colonialists, was deeply Eurocentric, and regarded the natives in America and elsewhere like small children who desperately needed their education from the Jesuits (XXX 1r). In fact, that might well have been one of the pervasive attitudes determining the Jesuits at large (and virtually all other Christian missionaries), who felt obliged to help the natives as fathers would educate their children. They were, hence, deliberately patronizing the members of their new parishes all over the world, but this was their self-identifi ed mission, their religious calling, and their personal dedication, helping to bring the Christian faith to the heathens globally.
European readers were invited to see the entire world as within their reach. They could read material rich with Jesuit missionizing, struggling, working, and suffering in every corner of the Earth. Under Jesuit leadership, human history had fi nally assumed a global perspective, since Christianizing even those people furthest away from Europe was an imperative every Jesuit was supposed to embrace whole-heartedly. China, South America, North America, or India were no longer mysterious names, but concrete locations where Jesuits had gone and where they had accomplished heroic deeds. In this regard, Ethiopia was as important as the Philippines. China mattered as much as Mexico and Pimería Alta, too. The maps Stöcklein included pointed the way for his readers to follow Jesuit models and to continue the missionaries' ideals. Of course, in this hefty volume, readers were also invited to explore the wide world both theoretically and practically. Ceylon, as it was called then (today, Sri Lanka) was no longer simply an exotic place, and Formosa (today, Taiwan) could be visited as well. Even the remote Sonoran Desert emerged as an important link in the Jesuits' global network. They wrote, of course, primarily about their religious interests and concerns, but the Jesuits also wrote invaluable documents comprising the fi rst anthropological, natural, geological, climatological, economic, and political studies in many different parts of this world.
To conclude, the history of the Jesuits in a global context contains valuable lessons and exposes possible fallacies in common historiography. First, globalization began earlier than in the nineteenth century. Second, the Jesuits represented, in a way, the characteristic world citizen of their time. Third, a component which was touched on only briefl y in this overview, many of them experienced a very hard life, working tirelessly and devoutly in very remote missions in many different parts of the world. They had abandoned comfortable teaching and research positions back home in the German-speaking world; they traveled across the oceans to reach distant and unfamiliar lands; Insul / ja in alle Morgenländische Landschafften nicht allein würcklich ausgebreitet hat / sondern täglich zunimmt" Allerhand So Lehr, op. cit, vol. 1, XX 3r. they were forced to learn different languages; they also faced much opposition, if not open hostility, from many sides. Their true and full suffering, however, only came in 1767 when they were all expelled from the Americas and when the Order was banned altogether globally in 1773. Thousands of them were forced from their missions, herded back to central locations, then shipped across the Atlantic Ocean, and subsequently lingered in monastic prisons in Spain for years to come.
Many of them died on the way, and all of them suffered badly, as Joseph Och, for instance, reported in great detail. 25 With the suppression of the Jesuits, a global organization was quickly destroyed, since there was not much which they could do to defend themselves, because they had been trained to obey their superiors. Some of them, such as Ignaz Pfefferkorn, later turned to writing and published extensive reports about their experiences. 26 But their documents have hardly attracted much attention, except among anthropologists and historians of the Southwest of the United States. Most texts have never been reprinted, such as the Welt-Bott, even though the Jesuits were present in many parts of the world and deeply infl uenced the local cultures through their missionary activities.
If we are truly interested in writing 'global history' and look for practical cases to illustrate what this might mean, and if we the past to be heard again since it can tell us much about human suffering, resilience, and triumphs, then the history of the Jesuits, both in America and elsewhere, offers itself almost by itself for close examination. Their rise since the foundation and offi cial establishment in 1540 to their heyday in the middle of the eighteenth century came to a sudden and tragic end in 1767 and 1773. While the history of the Philippines and Tawain, for instance, and the history of Europe were closely connected at that time via the Jesuits, the subsequent centuries witnessed very different conditions. Colonialism replaced Jesuit missions, and the memory of this global order quickly faded.
Despite its fairly robust recovery since 1814, the Jesuit Order has not fared well in public memory, although it continues to be present in many parts of the world and operates quite impressively. Both the Protestant propaganda campaign against the Jesuits and many internal and external problems in Europe associated with the Order, achieved their effect, and the common understanding of the history of the New World and many other countries all over the globe was deeply reconfi gured, specifi cally to the disadvantage of the Jesuits. Fortunately, we currently witness a kind of Renaissance regarding the history and culture of that Order, and if we recognize in it a precursor of contemporary efforts of globalization with all its positive and negative implications, we fi nd ourselves in an excellent situation of recovering long-lost memory and opening our perspectives toward world history in a most meaningful and practical way. As the example of the Jesuit missionaries in the Sonoran desert demonstrates, even the history of this remote outpost proves to be relevant and insightful for global history, since those missions were essential parts of the huge Jesuit network spanning the entire world. This is not to glorify their missionary work uncritically. They faced, of course, enormous diffi culties both with the native population and the Spaniards/Mexicans. There were a lot of misunderstandings in cultural and religious terms, but generally, the Jesuits made amazing efforts to create this global system of missions in order to preach to the natives, convert and baptize them, and thus to expand universally the Christian faith. They brought with them countless European inventions, ideas, concepts, and materials, so they were certainly at the vanguard of a massive innovation in the Americas and in many other parts of the world. Naturally, their European perspective could perhaps even be classifi ed as 'imperialist' today, but in the context of the eighteenth century we can only acknowledge their astoundingly selfl ess and passionate work dedicated to their missionary goals.
S U M M A RY
One of the most successful missionary organization, the Jesuits, also operated in northern Mexico in the area today identifi ed as the Sonoran Desert, comprising the Mexican state of Sonora and the US state of Arizona. By the early eighteenth century increasingly German-speaking missionaries arrived and worked hard in the wide network of missions originally established by the pioneer Padre Eusebio Kino (d. 1711) to spread God's words. They also worked intensively on studying that territory and produced numerous written records about their experiences, their research, and the conditions of that world. They were expelled in 1767 and banned globally in 1783, but until then they achieved greatest success with the native population. Their missionary accounts prove to be highly exiting historical, anthropological, religious, and scientifi c documents most important for missionary history.
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